
 
 

 

June 10, 2024 

 

To, 

BSE Limited 

Corporate Relationship Department, 
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers 

Dalal Street, 

Mumbai-400001. 
 

Scrip Code: 543284 

Symbol: EKI 
 

Sub: EKI Energy Services Ltd. welcomes ICVCM's approval of High-Integrity Carbon-Crediting 

Methodologies 

Sir(s),  

Intimation under Regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 

Regulations, 2015, EKI Energy Services Limited (EKI) hereby applauds the Integrity Council 

for the Voluntary Carbon Market's (ICVCM) recent approval of the first carbon-crediting 

methodologies that meet its stringent Core Carbon Principles (CCPs). This milestone 

represents a significant advancement in ensuring the integrity and effectiveness of carbon 

credits within the voluntary carbon market (VCM). 

Key highlights are detailed in the press release below. 

The above information will also be made available on the website of the Company: 

www.enkingint.org. 

We request you to kindly take this information on record.  

Thanking you 
 

Yours Faithfully 
 

For EKI Energy Services Limited 
 

 

 

 

Itisha Sahu 

Company Secretary & Compliance Officer 
 

Encl: a/a 

 

http://www.enkingint.org/


 

 

EKI Energy Services Ltd. Welcomes ICVCM's Approval of High-Integrity Carbon-

Crediting Methodologies 

● Seven methodologies approved, accounting for 27 million high-integrity carbon credits. 

● EKI supports initiatives enhancing credibility and effectiveness of carbon markets. 
 

India, 10 June, 2024: EKI Energy Services Ltd., a leading global developer and supplier of carbon 

credits in International Carbon Markets, applauds the Integrity Council for the Voluntary Carbon 

Market's (ICVCM) recent approval of the first carbon-crediting methodologies that meet its 

stringent Core Carbon Principles (CCPs). This milestone represents a significant advancement in 

ensuring the integrity and effectiveness of carbon credits within the voluntary carbon market 

(VCM). 

In the third installment of its ongoing assessment series, the Integrity Council has endorsed seven 

carbon crediting methodologies. These methodologies, now bearing the high-integrity CCP label, 

account for an estimated 27 million carbon credits from projects that mitigate potent greenhouse 

gases by capturing methane from landfill sites and eliminating ozone-depleting substances (ODS) 

from discarded equipment such as refrigerators and air conditioners. 

The ICVCM's announcement aligns with the Biden-Harris Administration's new principles for high-

integrity voluntary carbon markets. While Voluntary Carbon Markets (VCMs) can significantly 

combat climate change, they face challenges in maintaining the integrity and credibility of carbon 

credits. Discrepancies in crediting methodologies have raised concerns about transparency and 

accountability. Such significant moves by leading Governments and institutions address these 

issues and ensure market integrity. 

Similarly, the Indian government has been proactive in addressing climate change. The Energy 

Conservation (Amendment) Act of June 2022 empowered regulators to develop policies for a 

national emission trading system. In 2023, India launched the Carbon Credit Trading Scheme 

(CCTS) for compliance and voluntary sectors. The June 2023 amendment included the Offset 

Market, allowing non-obligated entities to participate and opening new opportunities for 

decarbonization projects. Although specific standards for VCM credits are still being defined, 

India's progress is commendable. 

Mr. Manish Dabkara, Chairman & MD of EKI Energy Services Ltd. (EKI), said, "The approval 

of these high-integrity carbon crediting methodologies by the Integrity Council is a monumental 

step forward for the voluntary carbon market. At EKI, we believe that robust standards and 

transparent practices are essential for driving meaningful climate action. We are proud to support 

the Integrity Council's efforts and look forward to contributing to a sustainable and resilient future." 



 

 

The Core Carbon Principles set a high bar for integrity and the CCP label is designed to help 

buyers identify carbon credits that meet our rigorous standards. Governments increasingly 

recognise that a high-integrity VCM can play a key role in scaling up private sector finance for 

high-quality projects to reduce emissions and remove carbon from the atmosphere. 

Additionally, 27 categories of carbon credits, representing over 50% of the market, remain under 

active assessment. This includes methodologies addressing landfill gas (covering an estimated 

76 million issued credits) and ODS (covering an estimated 4 million issued credits). Multi-

stakeholder assessments of widely used carbon credit types, including REDD+ (Reducing 

Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation), Jurisdictional REDD (JREDD) and clean 

cookstoves, are also underway and expected to conclude in the coming months. 

EKI is committed to supporting initiatives that enhance the credibility and effectiveness of carbon 

markets. Our dedication to environmental sustainability aligns with the ICVCM's mission to 

establish global benchmarks for high-integrity carbon credits. These efforts are crucial for building 

trust in the voluntary carbon market, ensuring the comparability of credits and maximizing the 

market's potential to combat rising greenhouse gas emissions while unlocking significant private 

finance for climate solutions. 

About EKI Energy Services Ltd.  

EKI Energy Services Ltd. is a leading Carbon Credit Developer & Supplier across the globe. It is 

the first ever company to list a Plastic Project from India with Verra - a global accreditation 

standard located in Washington, USA. Founded in 2008, the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE) 

listed company has been passionately working towards rehabilitating the planet to a future of net-

zero carbon emissions. EKI offers sustainable solutions for climate change and carbon offsets 

with global standards like CDM, VCS, Gold Standard, GCC, IREC, TIGR and others. With an aim 

to contribute to the development of a climate resilient global economy, the company offers 

strategic solutions to businesses and organizations globally to achieve their climate ambition. EKI 

offerings span across Carbon Credit/Asset Management, Carbon Credit Generation, Carbon 

Credit Supply, Carbon Credit Offsetting, Carbon Footprint Management, Sustainability Audits, as 

well as Carbon Neutrality and Climate Positive initiatives. EKI has consistently featured on The 

Next 500 - Fortune India List for both 2023 and 2024. Additionally, it has been honored with three 

prestigious awards at the Environmental Finance Sustainable Company Awards 2023, alongside 

other notable accolades. The company is today present in 16+ countries and has 3500+ 

customers across 40+ countries. As on date, EKI has supplied over 200+ million offsets. Visit our 

website to know more: https://enkingint.org/  

For more details, please reach out to Ms. Garima Kumar at +91 98 735 10989 or via email at 

mediarelations@enkingint.org. 
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